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A fantastic five bedroom, two bathroom Victorian home which has been refurbished to
a lovely standard whilst retaining the period charm and offering further potential to
extend with granted planning permission.

Darfield Road, SE4 £1,000,000



 

The house is approached by a Victorian tile path and low maintenance front garden, this
leads into the entrance hall and to your right is a dual aspect, double reception room
with a bay window, features fireplace, traditional flooring and fitted cabinets. To the
rear of the house is w.c and a modern, re-fitted kitchen/diner with bi-fold doors to the
garden. The high quality kitchen has grey cabinets with a contrasting light quartz
worktop.

On the first floor are three double bedrooms including the primary which is located to
the front and has a lovely bay window with a window seat. All three rooms have
bespoke wardrobes and are served by a modern family bathroom with a shower over the
bath. The loft has been converted to create two large bedrooms, one of which is used as
a home office and there is also a trendy shower room.

The large, well maintained garden with a paved dining area and pebbled area for sun
chairs, is perfect for entertaining and the rest is laid to lawn.

Darfield Road is a pretty, tree lined Victorian road which is conveniently located for
Crofton Park, Brockley and Ladywell train stations and the open spaces of Blythe Hill
and Hilly Fields and Brockwell and Ladywell Cemetery. The great independent cafes
and shops of Crofton Park are located at the top of the road. There are also plenty of
options for Ofsted 'Outstanding' schools in the local area.

•  Victorian House •  Five Bedrooms •  Two Bathrooms • 
•  Convenient For Transport •  Excellent Condition •  Freehold • 
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Energy Rating: D. We aim to make our particulars both accurate and reliable. However they are not
guaranteed; nor do they form part of an offer or contract. If you require clarification on any points then
please contact us, especially if you’re traveling some distance to view. Please note that appliances and
heating systems have not been tested and therefore no warranties can be given as to their good working
order.
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